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I. INTRODUCTION
Partially reconfigurable FPGAs are capable of modifying their logic and interconnect configuration at runtime to execute tasks concurrently. The task will be removed from the FPGA when it finishes executing and then the area it occupied can be reclaimed and reused. In such systems, ROS (Reconfigurable Operating System) needs to provide appropriate management of reconfigurable resources and fast configuration decision [1] .
Many algorithms have been proposed to achieve efficient resource management and task scheduling. However, most of them are based on very simple models, which can not reflect real FPGAs accurately [2] . Most of the research efforts were based on the assumption that the hardware tasks are rectangles and can be placed in arbitrary area on the 2D area model of FPGA. Broadly speaking, the programmable circuits of FPGAs consist of three parts: CLB (Configuration Logic Block), IOB (I/O Block) and IR (Interconnect Resource). When a configuration is loaded, the connecting and disconnecting of IR are changed. IR is a very important part in FPGA and mainly reflects the connecting requirement, which cannot be neglected in real model [3] . However, there is little investigation into data communications.
This paper investigates task data dependency and the inter-task data communication. A more realistic model taking the communication resources into consideration is developed, and based on this model a scheduling algorithm considering data communication is proposed to elaborate the way in which these connections influence the communication.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 cites some related work. Section 3 gives an analysis of scheduling model and communication requirement. In Section 4, CA-MAE algorithm based on the new model is proposed. Section 5 investigates experiment results and conclusion is made in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
Bazargan et al. [4] did a pioneering work, in which they dealt with the area allocation problem based on a strip packing model. The authors managed the free area by maintaining a list of free rectangles and allocated a task in a fit empty rectangle which was found out from the list.
Steiger et al. [5] proposed two non-preemptive scheduling algorithms: the Stuffing algorithm and Horizon algorithm, both for 1D and for 2D area models. The Stuffing is an important reference algorithm in the related researches. To deal with the drawbacks of the original 1D Stuffing, many researchers studied it and proposed improvements, for example the 1D Intelligent Stuffing [6] .
Iturbe et al. [7] focused on 2D model and presented a solution which defines an infrastructure for executing RC applications under real-time constraints coordinately and [8] tried to minimize the area fragmentation by a Look-ahead 3D heuristic which locates tasks next to the borders of the free area. The authors achieved reconfigurable resource management by keeping track of available free areas with a vertex-list structure. 3D-adjacency heuristic is similar to the 3D bin packing problem. In 2009, the authors [9] extended the fragmentation metric and presented a resource management for the 3D FPGA model. In [10] , Thomas Marconi et al. proposed a 3DTCS (3D total contiguous surface) heuristic which is also a 3D-adjacency heuristic and places tasks at locations contacting its prior tasks and bold lines as much as possible.
III. SCHEDULING MODEL
In reconfigurable systems, FPGA is generally abstracted into two-dimensional rectangle Reconfigurable Logic Device (RLD) with W columns ×H rows RCUs (Reconfigurable Computing Unit) to support spatial resource either in 2D or 3D model. The application to be scheduled is usually represented by a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) [11] , [12] , [13] .
A. Task Model
After Hardware/Software partition, a hardware task T (w, h, a, e, d) is defined as computing functionality that can be synthesized to digital circuit running on RLD [14] . Parameter w and h respectively represents the number of RCUs it will occupy in x and y direction. Parameter a represents arrival time, e is execution time and d is deadline of T.
When task T(a, e, d, w, h) arrives at time a, scheduler searches RLD to find an appropriate allocation for it. If such an allocation exists and can be found, T comes into the ready queue and becomes a ready task RT(x1, y1, x2, y2, s, f). Coordinates (x1, y1, x2, y2) determine the position of the allocation. Time s represents start time and f represents the finish time of the task. Fig.1 shows a 3D model of ready task. The horizontal direction reflects spatial requirement, and the vertical direction stands for temporal requirement. Parameter t config is configuration time, t exe is the execution time, t comm1 is the loading time of raw data, and t comm2 is the sending time of processed data to expected destination. The task set is described by DAG as shown in Fig.2 . In DAG scheduling, each node presents a task which executes a part of the application to be scheduled and is supposed to process some data.
Edges show the dependency among predecessor tasks and successor tasks. A predecessor task sends data to its successor task and determines the start of its successor task. A successor task receives data from its predecessor task and is driven by its predecessor task. The weight of each edge represents communication amount between dependent tasks. Communication amount is determined by task size and task execution time.
B. Communication Structure
In data intensive applications, data communication is an important aspect influencing the system performance [15] [16] . Data communication can be reduced either by increasing communication throughput or decreasing the amount of data movement [17] . The former method is related to physical platform, so we focus on the latter one.
We adopt a new system model [18] , the 2D area model with communication infrastructure as illustrated in Fig.3 . This communication structure consists of communication channels, local buses, system buses and peripheral buses. In this model, the configuration area is first partitioned into slots, and then each slot is further partitioned into RCUs which are the basic units to run the logic function. Fig.3 also illustrates an example of communication among tasks and one peripheral. Task T1 and T2 are directly connected via the local buses through the channel; T1 is connected with T3 simply by local bus; T3 and T4 are connected to the same system bus for data exchange; T4 is connected to the peripheral bus for communicating with external devices. All these communication properties should be considered to avoid placing communicating tasks far apart, which would lead to high latency and cost.
IV. THE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
Many research efforts have been done to improve the computation density when allocating tasks onto an FPGA device, including bin-packing based algorithms (e.g. [4] , [8] , [19] ) and adjacency based heuristics (e.g. [10] , [20] ,). In this work we focus on the latter as it outperforms the former [21] . In the previous research, Yi Lu et al. [18] proposed a Communication Aware online task Scheduling Algorithm (CASA) calling the modified Flow Scanning (mFS) to manage resource. The execution time of mFS based on MER (Maximal Empty Rectangle) [21] rises sharply with the increase of tasks. So in accord with the authors' conclusion, the mFS is not suitable for the scheduling of large amount tasks. Therefore, we adopt other techniques to achieve efficiently scheduling and our algorithm includes three main parts: resource management, resource allocation and communication-aware scheduling.
A. Resource Management
Our resource management is based on the correlation matrix [22] . As shown in Fig.4 , we establish a one-to-one mapping of a two-dimensional matrix R [W] [H] and every RCU of RLD. Parameter W is the width of RLD, H is Height. Positive weights represent free RCUs and negative weights represent the occupied. Weights of free RCUs are in descending order in y-axis direction with the minimal weight 1 and weights of occupied RCUs are in ascending order in x-axis direction with the maximal weight -1. This matrix clearly describes the size of the device and efficiently records the runtime placement of tasks.
To further improve the efficiency of resource management, we proposed a SA (Segmentation Algorithm) which improves the algorithms proposed in [6] and [11] . SA can find all available allocations for new arriving tasks and make it easier for allocation strategy to locate tasks quickly. SA skips the shielding sub-area during scanning by segmenting areas. During the horizontal scanning, SA directly skips the area with negative weights. During the vertical scanning, SA gets the difference between the boundaries' weights of the target area and check if the difference is less than the height of task to decide whether to save this area or not. The pseudocode of SA is shown in Algorithm1.
Algorithm1: SA(Task, x1, y1, x2, y2) 1 if x2 < x1 + Task.w then 2 return 3 end if 4 x ← x1 5 y ← y1 6 while y ≤ y2 and y ≤ H -Task.h + 1 do 7 while x < x2 - Task Otherwise, SA will skip this area by getting the top right point of these occupied RCUs from function getJump(p, y). These occupied RCUs will be skipped without scanning and thus the target area will be divided into three subareas: the left subarea, the right subarea and the top subarea. Then SA will recursively scan the entire reconfigurable resource area in left, right, and top sequential order.
The time complexity of SA algorithm is O(W×H) according to all RCUs in the worst case, while scanning is unnecessary in the best case. This is generally better than the existing resource management strategies.
B. Resource Allocation
According to the fragmentation metric proposed by Septién [22] , scheduling algorithm which makes new arriving tasks have maximum adjacent edges will make the free area more like quadrate and more conducive to schedule the subsequent task.
We proposed a Maximum Adjacency Edges (MAE) algorithm which improved the BV (Boundary Value) strategy [11] . MAE aims at placing task at the position with the largest adjacency in x and y directions with previously running tasks or RLD's boundaries. MAE algorithm has three basic steps. When a task arrives, firstly, SA is called to find an available allocation. Then this allocation is checked and the value of the adjacent edges is computed and maintained until a larger adjacent value is got. Finally, the candidate allocation with the maximum adjacent value will be chosen as the placement of the task which will be scheduled onto the RLD at its starting time.
The process of calculating the adjacent value is the essential part of MAE algorithm. x1, y1, x2, y2) . If some RCU's weight is negative, this RCU is occupied and the adjacent value increases.
In the fragmentation metric, authors assume the perimeter of all free resource is P, the total area is A, AQ is the area of a perfect square with the same perimeter P, computed as:
Then the relevant quadrature is:
And then fragmentation is:
It can be seen that the longer perimeter gives a higher fragmentation. In MAE algorithm, the external edges of a new arriving task T(w, h) is 2×(w + h) and the adjacent value of a valid allocation for T(w, h) is AE.
After task T is allocated, the layout of RLD is changed and the total perimeter of the entire free area becomes P'. P' can be calculated by:
So in order to decrease P', we should make AE as large as possible. Conclusively, a larger adjacent value provides a lower fragmentation, i.e. MAE algorithm is in accord with fragmentation metric. Fig. 5 shows an instance to illustrate MAE algorithm. When new task T(2, 2) comes, there are three tasks running on RLD, P is 58, and A is 38. There are three candidate areas for T, and each area has more than one appropriate placement. Take placement A1 and A2 for example:
A1: AE is 6, P' is 50, F is 0.7824. A2: AE is 6, P' is 54, F is 0.8134. The result obviously shows that compared with putting task T at A2, putting T at A1 results in more adjacent edges and smaller fragmentation.
C. Communication Coefficient
Based on the communication structure, we abstract communication channel into a special task occupying 1×H RCUs, as shown in Fig.6 . The original fragmentation is 0. After placing a task T (3, 3) in Fig. 6(a) and The maximum adjacent edges in Fig.6(a) are still 6. But in Fig.6(b) , the adjacent edges of task T's right side are adjacent to communication channel. Since α is (2×4-1)/4 = 1.75, this value becomes 5.25 after multiplying α. Adding the adjacent value of task T's bottom, the maximum adjacent edges is 8.25.
It can be seen that allocating task closer to the channel will reduce both its occupation of bus and communication time. In the scheduling process, communication channel is like a magnet, attracting tasks to be placed closer to it, thus the RLD's layout is more compact. In DAG scheduling, a task cannot begin execution until all its inputs have arrived and no output is available until the computation has finished. By reducing communication time between dependent tasks, CA-MAE algorithm accelerates the whole computing process of task set.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The ideal performance assessment should consider the practical application, however, the actual system supporting reconfigurable computing does not exist yet. Researchers have no choice but to implement the algorithm by simulating. We simulated our algorithm by generating randomly simulation tasks, as Zhou [11] and Lu [18] did.
In our simulations, we considered communication as one of the basic constraints and compared MAE, CASA, FF (First Fit) [4] with CA-MAE. Performance of these strategies is evaluated by the utilization of RLD, fragmentation and ACT (Application Completion Time). We assumed that the input edge of tasks could be placed next to the output edge of the predecessors, as the Snake algorithm [7] does.
The target RLD contains 48 (columns) × 16 (rows) RCUs and the different task sets are randomly generated, similar to others in multitasking environment. Task size is uniformly distributed in [4~30] RCUs. The width is each task is not larger then the width of one slot. And each task is only allowed to be placed the neighboring RCU in the same slot.
Task execution time is between 3 and 20ms. The configuration time of per RCU is about 0.34ms. The load ratio [11] is adopted to determine the arrival frequency of tasks which has a great influence on the scheduling success rate. The t comm is in direct proportion to communication amount and the distance between two communication partners. The t comm is computed in the following equation:
Since parameter L is the distance between two communication partners which ranges from 1 to W, we set factor β as the logarithm of L to make communication time compatible to configuration time.
All evaluated algorithms are programmed in C++ and simulated in Windows XP with Pentium(R) Dual-Core CPU @3.2GHz.
A. Comparison of ACT
In the simulation, each algorithm processed 1000 applications made of random tasks. Fig.7 shows that CA-MAE outperforms others in ACT. Since ACT is highly affected by the communication time, and CA-MAE reduces communication cost during scheduling and further reduces the ACT. With the increase of the number of tasks, the free resources of RLD and the candidate allocations decrease, then the advantage of CA-MAE is no longer so obvious.
B. Comparison of Fragmentation
In Fig.8 , it can be seen that FF algorithm always has the higher fragmentation and CA-MAE algorithm has the lower one. This is because FF algorithm places a task at the first position it found regardless of its consequent influence. According to paper [21] , CA-MAE makes the free area more quadrate and is more conducive to schedule the subsequent tasks.
C. Comparison of Utilization
The reuse of reconfiguration resources is pretty important for the reconfigurable system and the utilization is closely related to allocation strategy. For the limited RCU resources, there is an upper limit of the actual utilization which is decided by the following equation. 
Parameter t ei consists of t config , t exe and t comm . The t fl is finish time of the last task. This equation illustrates that the utilization is the ratio of occupied resources to the total resources. 
